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ABSTRACT
Motivated by the needs of wall modeled Large Eddy Simulation (LES), we introduce
fits to numerical solutions of the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations in
their near-wall, boundary layer approximation including a mixing-length model.
We provide practical fits that encompass a smooth transition between the viscous
sublayer and inertial logarithmic layer, and include moderate pressure gradients
as well as roughness effects. The proposed generalized fit function complies with
analytical solutions valid in various asymptotic regimes and obviates the need for
numerical iterative solution methods or numerical integration of ordinary differential
equations during LES.
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1. Introduction
Wall-resolving Large-Eddy-Simulation (LES) of high Reynolds number wall-bounded
flows continues to be a challenge due largely to stringent near wall resolution require-
ments. A large number of grid points is required to resolve the inner, viscous dominated
region, and that number increases rapidly with Reynolds number. Conversely, wall
modeled LES exhibits a much weaker dependence on Reynolds number and is there-
fore a necessary choice when applying LES to high Reynolds number wall-bounded
flows. A variety of wall models have been developed for LES and reviews of many of
them can be found in Refs. [1–3]. The most frequently used wall model is the so-called
equilibrium wall model. There are typically three most commonly used approaches to
implement the equilibrium wall model, each valid in different Reynolds number ranges
and types of surfaces. (a) The rough-wall, high Reynolds number wall model, used e.g.
in [4–6]. The approach assumes that the streamwise mean velocity profile in a direction
normal to the surface (coordinate y) is given by 〈us(y)〉 = (uτ/κ) log(y/z0). Here z0
is the roughness length. Evaluating this expression at a distance y = ∆y where the
streamwise velocity is known from LES (denoted as ULES = 〈us(∆y)〉) allows one to
directly solve for uτ as function of ULES, ∆y, κ and z0. The assumption is that ∆y falls
in the logarithmic layer and that κ is known (e.g. κ = 0.4). (b) The smooth surface
case at finite Reynolds number: For flow over smooth surfaces, the equilibrium wall
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model approach is based on the assumed profile 〈us(y)〉 = uτ [κ−1 log(yuτ/ν)+B]. This
now yields a transcendental equation for uτ which must be solved iteratively in a code.
Specifically, one solves ULES = uτ [0.4
−1 log(∆yuτ/ν) + 5] for uτ , for given ULES, ∆y
and ν. Again, this method assumes ∆y falls in the logarithmic layer. If ∆y falls in the
viscous sublayer one must instead assume a linear profile [7], or one can use a smooth
fit to the entire profile such as the classic fit by Reichardt (1951) [8] or the recent
work in Refs. [9,10] including pressure gradient effects. Typically the fitted solution is
for the velocity profile in inner units, which means that further iterative methods are
needed to find the friction velocity. (c) Numerical integration of an ordinary differen-
tial equation (ODE method): Typically, if one wishes to ensure a smooth transition
between the viscous and log-layer regions, to include additional physical effects, or to
apply the approach to other variables such as temperature, a common approach is to
use numerical solution of an ODE [3]. For the case of an equilibrium layer the ODE
to be solved for the streamwise velocity reads
d
dy
(
(ν + νT )
d〈us(y)〉
dy
)
= 0, (1)
subject to boundary conditions 〈us(0)〉 = 0 and 〈us(∆y)〉 = ULES. The turbulent eddy
viscosity νT can be prescribed using a mixing length model including a van-Driest
damping function.
It would appear useful to cast the solution of this sort of ODE into a general form,
solve it numerically once and for all, and to provide useful fits to the (inverse) solution
that can be applied uniformly to a large number of LES cases. One reason that many
researchers opt for numerical solution is that the ODE itself depends upon the un-
known dimensional parameter uτ via the van-Driest damping function and that when
written in inner units as function of y+ the equation must be integrated numerically
up to a case-dependent position y+ = ∆+ which itself depends on the unknown value
of uτ . We shall address this issue by rewriting the equation in a non-standard dimen-
sionless form in terms of two Reynolds numbers that facilitates generalization for wall
modeling. Another reason researchers opt for numerical solution of the boundary layer
equation is that it is then possible to include additional physical effects such as pres-
sure gradient, which we shall address here, or handle other fields such as temperature,
which we will not address.
The aims of this note are thus rather modest, namely to reformulate Eq. 1 in such
a way as to facilitate numerical integration and fitting of the results in the context
of wall-modeled LES (WMLES). Specifically, we fit the inverse of the solution to the
velocity profile, i.e. we will be able to find uτ = f(known variables) directly using
relatively simple function evaluations. We also aim to include (moderate) pressure
gradient effects and to merge the resulting fits smoothly to the equilibrium wall model
approach valid for rough-wall, high Reynolds number boundary layers. This note does
not include implementation and applications in LES codes, but documents errors and
differences between the proposed fits and the full numerical solution of the correspond-
ing ODE (RANS) equations. Also, we do not address any of the other fundamental
issues underlying wall modeling using the equilibrium wall model, such as the log-layer
mismatch and challenges associated with modeling non-equilibrium unsteady terms,
issues treated e.g. in Refs. [7,11–13].
It is hoped that the generalized fits provided (a kind of “generalized Moody dia-
gram” for wall modeling) can save computational resources and simplify implementa-
tions of equilibrium wall models in LES.
2
2. Determining the wall stress in terms of known velocity:
We first focus on the simplest case of wall modeling in which we consider only the
streamwise direction (subscripts “s”) without pressure gradient or other acceleration
terms. We assume the streamwise velocity away from the wall is known, and denote it
by ULES = 〈us(∆y)〉. The unknown to be determined is the friction velocity uτ , from
which the (kinematic) wall stress in the streamwise direction can then be evaluated
according to τw = u
2
τ and oriented according to the usual approaches [1–3,6]. To cast
the problem into a dimensionless framework, we now define two Reynolds numbers:
Re∆ =
ULES∆y
ν
and Reτ∆ =
uτ∆y
ν
. (2)
In WMLES, Re∆ is the known input whereas Reτ∆ = ∆
+
y is the unknown output for
which we wish to solve and then obtain uτ .
Using the usual mixing length model, integrating Eq. 1 once and using the fact that
the stress tends to u2τ as y → 0 we have(
ν + [D(y)κy]2
∣∣∣∣dudy
∣∣∣∣) dudy = u2τ , (3)
where for notational simplicity henceforth we set u = 〈us〉. The traditional van Driest
damping function is included: D(y) = [1 − exp(−y+/A+)] with y+ = (y/∆y)Reτ∆,
and A+ = 25 is a commonly used value.
We first develop a numerical integration by recasting this equation in terms of
dimensionless variables that can be expressed in terms of the dimensional parameters
known in LES (besides ULES), namely ∆y and ν:
y′ =
y
∆y
, uˆ(y′) =
u(y)∆
ν
. (4)
The equation then reads as follows:
duˆ
dy′
+ [D(y′)κy′]2
(
duˆ
dy′
)2
= Re2τ∆ (5)
(we assume a monotonic profile, where du/dy does not change sign). Solving the
quadratic equation [14] casts it into a simple first-order ODE for uˆ(y′):
duˆ
dy′
=
1
2[D(y′)κy′]2
(
−1 +
√
1 + 4[D(y′)κy′]2Re2τ∆
)
, (6)
where D(y′) = 1− exp(−y′Reτ∆/25) and with a single boundary condition uˆ(0) = 0.
Since D(0) = 0, the equation cannot be initialized exactly at y′ = 0. Instead, we
initialize at y+i = 10
−3 or y′i = 10
−3Re−1τ∆. The corresponding value of uˆ(y
′
i) is obtained
from the near wall behavior u(y) = (u2τ/ν) y or uˆ(y
′
i) = Re
2
τ∆y
′
i. The integration is
done numerically (Matlab ODE45), for a wide range of given Reτ∆, between 10
−1 and
106. The ‘forward’ integration is done until y′ = 1 is reached. The value obtained as a
result, uˆ(1), corresponds to the LES velocity normalized by ∆ and ν. That is to say,
we find Re∆ = uˆ(1) as a result of the numerical integration. Note that this approach
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Figure 1. (a) Blue crosses: numerical solution of Eq. 6 over wide range of conditions. Dark solid line: empirical
fit given by Eq. 7 with parameters given by Eqs. 8. (b) Relative error between numerical solution of Eq. 6 and
empirical fit given by Eq. 7.
is equivalent to expressing the ODE in terms of y+ and then integrating from y+ = 0
up to y+ = Reτ∆, where Reτ∆ can again be prescribed.
The results of the numerical integration are shown as symbols in Fig. 1(a). The
resulting Re∆ is plotted on the x-axis and the (imposed) parameter Reτ∆ on the y-
axis. At small Reynolds numbers, the expected trend is Reτ∆ ∼ Re1/2∆ (∆y in viscous
region), whereas at high Re∆ the behavior is a slow approach to a linear behavior,
with sub-leading logarithmic corrections (from the inverse log-law).
Next, we aim to fit the numerical result using an empirical function. The fit function
should transitions smoothly between a 1/2 power law at low Re∆ towards a power law
with exponent β1 that is on the order of 0.8-1.0 at high Re∆, and which itself can be
chosen to depend upon Re∆. We use the approach proposed by Batchelor [15] in the
context of structure function transitions:
Refitτ∆(Re∆) = κ4Re
β1
∆
[
1 + (κ3Re∆)
−β2
](β1−1/2)/β2
. (7)
The transition sharpness is controlled by a parameter β2. Choosing constant values
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 1.2, κ3 = 0.005, and κ4 = κ
β1−1/2
3 gives results with errors of around
5%. Making some of the parameters dependent on Re∆ leads to improved accuracy.
Specifically, we choose κ3 = 0.005, κ4 = κ
β1−1/2
3 , and
β1(Re∆) =
(
1 + 0.155Re−0.03∆
)−1
, β2(Re∆) = 1.7−
(
1 + 36Re−0.75∆
)−1
. (8)
The fit is shown as solid line in Fig. 1(a), showing excellent agreement with the numer-
ical solution over many decades. The relative error is plotted in Fig. 1(b). The errors
for 0 < Re∆ < 10
7 (which should easily cover all practical applications of WMLES)
are below 1.2%.
In WMLES, for a given velocity ULES, one evaluates Re∆ then applies Eq. 7 and
determines the friction velocity according to
uτ = Re
fit
τ∆(Re∆)×
ν
∆y
= ULES
Refitτ∆
Re∆
. (9)
4
Thus, Eq. 7 constitutes an equilibrium wall model that smoothly merges with the vis-
cous behavior and does not require iteratively solving for uτ or numerically integrating
an ODE. It does not, however, include effects of pressure gradients, considered in the
next section.
3. Effects of (mild) pressure gradient
Defining the streamwise pressure gradient term available from LES as N =
ρ−1∂p˜LES/∂s, and again considering the momentum equation written with eddy vis-
cosity and integrating once, yields(
ν + (D(y)κy)2
∣∣∣∣dudy
∣∣∣∣) dudy = Ny + u2τ , (10)
where the boundary condition that the stress tend to u2τ as y → 0 has been used again.
We neglect the effects of pressure gradient on the eddy viscosity (see Ref. [16] as a
study where such effects are included). For a favorable pressure gradient (N < 0), for
there to be no sign changes in the slope of the velocity profile between the wall and
y = ∆y, the following must hold:
|N | < u
2
τ
∆y
. (11)
The normalized equation, after solving again the quadratic equation, reads:
duˆ
dy′
=
1
2[D(y′)κy′]2
(
−1 +
√
1 + 4[D(y′)κy′]2Re2τ∆(1 + χy′)
)
, (12)
where we have defined the pressure gradient parameter according to
χ =
N∆
u2τ
(13)
and it is understood that the developments below require |χ| < 1. The boundary
condition is, again, uˆ(0) = 0. We initialize at y+i = 10
−3 or y′i = 10
−3Re−1τ∆. The
corresponding value of uˆ(y′i) can be obtained from the quadratic expansion near the
origin now including pressure gradient:
u(y) =
u2τ
ν
y +
N
2ν
y2 + ..., or uˆ(y′i) = Re
2
τ∆
(
y′i +
1
2
χy′i
2
+ ...
)
(14)
The integration is done again numerically (Matlab ODE45) and we obtain Re∆ = uˆ(1).
The operation is repeated for a range of values of Reτ∆ and χ. The results are shown
using symbols in Fig. 4. The effect of pressure gradient can be more readily appreciated
by comparing to the χ = 0 case, by plotting the ratio Reτ∆(Re∆, χ)/Reτ∆(Re∆, 0),
shown in Fig. 3(a)
In order to “invert” these results we again propose an empirical fit that will now
also depend on χ. We note that χ = N∆/u2τ , and since uτ is not known a-priori, χ
5
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Figure 2. Symbols: numerical solution of Eq. 12 over a range of Reynolds numbers Reτ∆, for χ = -0.8 (black
+), χ = -0.4 (black triangles), χ=0 (circles), χ = -0.4 (blue triangles), χ = -0.8 (blue +). Only the region
between 1 < Re∆ < 10
4 is shown for clarity. Lines: empirical fit given by Eqs. 26 and 25. Solid line: χ = 0,
dot-dashed lines: |χ| = 0.4, dashed line: |χ| = 0.8. Black: favorable pressure gradient (χ ≤ 0), blue lines: adverse
pressure gradient χ > 0.
cannot be directly evaluated in LES. However since the effect of χ on Reτ∆ is relatively
weak, in LES we may evaluate χ using
χ ≈ N∆
u2τ0
, (15)
where uτ0 is based on ULES only, i.e. uτ0 = ULESRe
fit(Re∆)/Re∆, using the fit of Eq.
7 that assumes χ = 0 as a first guess:
χ ≈ N∆
U2LES
(
Re∆
Refitτ∆(Re∆)
)2
. (16)
In order to develop fits to the dependence of Reτ∆ on Re∆ for χ 6= 0, it is instructive
to consider the two asymptotic limits at low and high Re∆. In the viscous range (i.e.
if Reτ∆ << 10) we can obtain from Eq. 14 (using y
′ = 1):
Re∆ = Re
2
τ∆
(
1 +
1
2
χ
)
. (17)
But also, Re∆ = Re
2
τ∆(χ = 0), i.e. the value for χ = 0. We may obtain Reτ∆ via the
baseline fit in Eq. 7 for χ = 0 at small Re∆. Hence we write as the viscous limiting
behavior:
Reτ∆,v = Reτ∆(χ = 0)
(
1 +
1
2
χ
)−1/2
= Refitτ∆(Re∆)
(
1 +
1
2
χ
)−1/2
. (18)
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Figure 3. (a) Symbols: Ratio of friction Reynolds number as function Re∆ obtained from numerical integra-
tion, for: χ = -0.8 (black squares), χ = -0.4 (black triangles), χ = -0.4 (blue triangles), χ = -0.8 (blue squares).
The relative effect of pressure gradient is larger at lower Reynolds number. The lines are from an empirical
fit (Eqs. 26,25.). (b) Relative error between numerical solution of Eq. 12 and empirical fit given by Eqs. 26
and 25. Solid line: χ = 0, dot-dashed lines: |χ| = 0.4, dashed line: |χ| = 0.8. Black: favorable pressure gradient
(χ ≤ 0), blue lines: adverse pressure gradient χ > 0.
Next, we consider the limiting behavior of the solution in the inertial layer far above
the viscous region, i.e. when viscosity can be neglected. The ODE simplifies to
duˆ
dy′
=
Reτ∆
κy′
√
1 + χy′ ≈ Reτ∆
(
1
κy′
+
1
2κ
χ
)
. (19)
where we have made the further assumption that |χ| << 1 so that√1 + χy′ ≈ 1+ 12χy′.
Integration yields
uˆ(y′) = Reτ∆
(
1
κ
log y′ +
1
2κ
χy′ + C1
)
. (20)
Interestingly, and consistent with the Ansatz used in the integral wall model (iWM-
LES) of Ref. [7], pressure gradient effects are seen to add a linear term to the profile.
Using the condition that uˆ(1) = ULES∆/ν = Re∆ yields
uˆ(y′) = Re∆ −Reτ∆
(
1
κ
log(1/y′) +
1
2κ
χ(1− y′)
)
. (21)
We recall that this assumes that ∆y is in the log-region, since molecular viscosity has
been neglected. Hence, Reτ∆ >> 30 is assumed. Another condition must be invoked to
determine Reτ∆ given a value of Re∆. Specifically we match with the viscous behavior
uˆ(y′) = Re2τ∆y
′, (22)
at y+ = 11 or y′ = 11/Reτ∆. We note that inclusion of the pressure gradient affected
second-order term and matching at the height suggested by Nickels [17] yields only
a negligible corrections, and will be neglected. Isolating Re∆ and using the fact that
7
11− κ−1 log(11) = B for κ = 0.4 and B = 5, we obtain
Re∆ = Reτ∆
(
1
κ
logReτ∆ +B +
1
2κ
χ(1− 11/Reτ∆)
)
. (23)
We remark that since Re∆/Reτ∆ = u
+(y = ∆y), the above result shows that as
Reτ∆ >> 11, the effect of pressure gradient becomes an offset similar to B, i.e.
B′ = B + χ/(2κ). For favorable pressure gradient (χ < 0), there is a downward
shift indicating a larger stress for a given velocity (the profile is steeper near the wall)
and vice versa. Since 2κ ∼ O(1), the velocity shift due to pressure gradients is about
∼ ±uτ for |χ| ∼ 1.
Moreover, we can use this expression to deduce the asymptotic behavior at large
Reτ∆ by using the already developed fit Re
fit
τ∆(Re∆) as follows. Rewrite Eq. 23 as
Re∗∆ ≡ Re∆ −Reτ∆
1
2κ
χ(1− 11/Reτ∆) = Reτ∆
(
1
κ
logReτ∆ +B
)
. (24)
When applied to the logarithmic layer at large Reτ∆, the fitting formula Eq. 7 can be
regarded as inverting the log-law. It can now be applied in the inertial layer according
to Eq. 24 to solve for Reτ∆ for a given Re
∗
∆, i.e. to obtain Reτ∆,in = Re
fit
τ∆(Re
∗
∆) as
function of Re∗∆, where Re
∗
∆ takes the place of Re∆ in Eq. 7.
Some practical steps must now be invoked to develop a useful fitting formula. Firstly,
the additive correction used to compute Re∗∆ requires some adjustment to smoothly
merge to zero when Reτ∆ < 11. We multiply the entire additive term by a factor that
tends to zero when Reτ∆ becomes smaller than O(10). The following expression yields
good results:
Re∗∆ = Re∆ −Refitτ∆
1
2κ
χ
(
1− 11
Refitτ∆
)[
1 +
(
50
Refitτ∆
)2]−1/2
. (25)
Since the additive term depends upon the unknown value of Reτ∆, it has been written
here in terms of the fitted value for χ = 0, i.e. Refitτ∆(Re∆) (Eq. 7). Next, we com-
bine the viscous and inertial functions Reτ∆,v and Reτ∆,in using a weighting function
θ(Re∆) = (1 + 0.0025Re∆)
−1 according to
Recomτ∆ (Re∆, χ) = θ(Re∆)Re
fit
τ∆(Re∆)(1 + χ/2)
−1/2 + [1− θ(Re∆)]Refitτ∆(Re∗∆). (26)
The lines in Figs. 4 and 3(a) show the results from using Recomτ∆ (Re∆, χ) to predict
the friction Reynolds number ratio compared to the case with zero pressure gradient.
The relative error is shown in Figure 3(b), for various values of χ compared to the
results from the full numerical integration of the ODE. As can be seen, errors of no
more than 2.5 % are incurred. For |χ| < 0.4 the errors are below 1.5%.
It must be stressed that these developments and fits are only valid for small χ,
|χ| < 1. For very strong pressure gradient cases, the assumption of a monotonic velocity
profile below y = ∆y and a pressure-gradient independent eddy-viscosity [16] begin to
fail.
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4. Effects of roughness:
The ‘infinite Reynolds number limit’ of rough wall equilibrium wall modeling is based
on the profile
u(y) =
uτ
κ
log
(
y
z0
)
, (27)
where z0 is the surface roughness length (typically around 2-10% of protuberance
heights). Evaluated at y = ∆y it can be rewritten as the ‘infinite’ Reynolds number
rough wall limit:
Re∞τ∆ = Re∆
κ
log(∆y/z0)
. (28)
In the high Reynolds number limit, the friction and LES velocities are linearly related
(the stress is quadratic with ULES), and in terms of the limiting behavior of the fits in
Eq. 7 this would correspond to β1 → 1. Note that expression 27 is applicable only for
∆y >> z0 and that it does not include pressure gradient effects.
Inclusion of pressure gradient can be done as follows: Integrating the inertial
momentum equation including the linearized pressure gradient term and imposing
u(y = ∆) = ULES yields:
u(y) = ULES − uτ
[
1
κ
log
(
∆
y
)
+
χ
2κ
(
1− y
∆
)]
. (29)
The definition of z0 is that u(z0) = 0, and assuming the same z0 is not affected by
pressure gradient, we may use this condition to solve for uτ for a given ULES and z0/∆,
leading to
Re∞τ∆(Re∆, χ,∆/z0) = Re∆
[
1
κ
log
(
∆
z0
)
+
χ
2κ
(
1− z0
∆
)]−1
. (30)
As before, to evaluate χ we can use the baseline friction velocity neglecting pressure
gradient, i.e.
uτ0 = ULES
(
κ
log(∆y/z0)
)
. (31)
for the rough wall case (same as Eq. 28). In general, to merge with the smooth wall
behavior, one would pick the larger of the two friction velocity estimates, so that we
now define the χ parameter as
χ =
N∆y
u2τ0
, where uτ0 = ULES max
[
Refitτ∆
Re∆
,
κ
log(∆y/z0)
]
. (32)
As a reminder, the modeling validity is limited to |χ| < 1, so in practice the value of
χ can be clipped to lie between -1 and 1.
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Figure 4. (a) Lines: empirical fit from the universal fitting function Eq. 33 for χ = 0 for various values of
roughness: z0/∆ = 3×10−2 (black line), z0/∆ = 10−2 (blue dashed line), z0/∆ = 10−3 (red line), z0/∆ = 10−4
(black dot dashed line), z0/∆ = 3 × 10−5 (green dashed line), smooth surface case with z0/∆ → 0 (circles
and black line). (b) Wall model Moody diagram: Friction factor from universal fitting function for χ = 0 for
various values of roughness: z0/∆ = 3× 10−2 (black line), z0/∆ = 10−2 (blue dashed line), z0/∆ = 10−3 (red
line), z0/∆ = 10−4 (black dot dashed line), z0/∆ = 3 × 10−5 (green dashed line), smooth surface case with
z0/∆→ 0 (circles and black line).
Finally, we combine the smooth and rough surface behaviors into a universal fit
function with a fairly sharp transition as follows:
Reufτ∆(Re∆, χ, z0/∆) =
[
Re∞τ∆(Re∆, χx, z0/∆)
6 +Recomτ∆ (Re∆, χ)
6
]1/6
, (33)
where Recomτ∆ is given by Eq. 26 and Re
∞
τ∆ by Eq. 30. Equation 33 represents the main
result combining all prior effects considered in this paper.
Figure 4(a) shows the results for χ = 0 for various values of the roughness parameter
z0/∆. Figure 4(b) shows the same result expressed in terms of the more familiar friction
parameter
cwmf =
u2τ
1
2U
2
LES
= 2
(
Reτ∆
Re∆
)2
, (34)
resulting in a ‘generalized wall model Moody diagram’.
Another way to display the behavior of the rough-wall fit is to compute the corre-
sponding velocity defect,
∆U+ =
Us − Ur
uτ
=
Re∆,s
Reτ∆
− Re∆,r
Reτ∆
(35)
where for a given value of uτ , Ur is the velocity at y = ∆y corresponding to a rough
surface and Us for a smooth surface. The sand-grain roughness in viscous units is given
by the equivalency [18], valid in the fully rough regime:
U+ =
1
κ
log
y+
z+0
=
1
κ
log
y+
k+s,∞
+ 8.5 (36)
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Figure 5. (a) Roughness function ∆U+, as function of sand-grain roughness in viscous units k+s,∞, for χ = 0
for various values of roughness: z0/∆ = 10−1 (red circles and line), z0/∆ = 3 × 10−2 (blue crosses and dot-
dashed line), z0/∆ = 10−2 (green squares and dashed line), z0/∆ = 3 × 10−3 (purple triangles and line),
z0/∆ = 3× 10−3 (orange pluses and dot-dashed line), z0/∆ = 3× 10−4 (red circles and dot-dashed line) and
z0/∆ = 10−4 (purple squares and dashed line). Only values for which the resulting Re∆,s for smooth surfaces
is Re∆,s < 10
7 (limits of fit) are shown. (b) Wall model Moody diagram for single roughness value at various
pressure gradients. Universal fitting function for Reτ∆ as function of Re∆ for z0/∆ = 3 × 10−2 for various
values of χ: χ = −0.8 (black line), χ = −0.4 (blue dashed line), χ = 0 (red line), χ = 0.4 (black dot dashed
line), and χ = 0.8 (green dashed line), smooth surface ( z0/∆→ 0) with χ = 0 (circles and black line).
which implies that
k+s,∞ = z
+
0 exp(κ 8.5) ≈ 30 z+0 = 30
z0
∆
Reτ∆. (37)
To find ∆U+, for a given k+s,∞ and z0/∆, we first determine Reτ∆ = 0.0333 k+s,∞(∆/z0).
Then we invert the fit in Eq. 33 (using vpasolve from MatlabTM) to find Re∆,r for the
given z0/∆. A second inversion is used to findRe∆,s by using the fit with z0/∆ = 10
−50,
i.e. smooth surface. Only results for which Re∆,s < 10
7 (the upper limit of accuracy
for the fit 33) are plotted. Figure 5(a) displays the result (we only consider χ = 0 in
this comparison). Comparing with Fig. 3 of Jimenez (2004) [18], it can be seen that
the fitting function provides realistic-looking predictions not only of the asymptotic
behaviors at large and small k+s,∞, but also for the fact that the transition becomes
smoother for small z0/∆ while it can be quite abrupt for larger z0/∆.
The effects of pressure gradient are significant even at high Reynolds numbers for
the rough surface cases. In Fig. 5(b) the results are shown for z0/∆ = 3 × 10−2 at
various values of the pressure gradient parameter χ.
5. Conclusion
For convenience the entire set of fitting functions are summarized in the appendix.
They enable efficient evaluation of friction velocity and wall stress in WMLES, unifying
smooth wall and rough wall behaviors, including effects of moderate pressure gradients
(for which the velocity profile below the LES grid point at y = ∆y is expected to
remain monotonic), as well as smoothly merging towards the viscous sublayer. It is
important to recall that the fits proposed herein are for near equilibrium conditions and
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that they are based on classic mixing length RANS modeling for the expected mean
velocity profile, thus inheriting the drawbacks associated with these assumptions. The
fits are proposed here to facilitate and unify implementation in LES codes.
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Appendix
For convenience, we here reproduce all of the equations required in practice to im-
plement the wall model fits presented in this paper. With inputs ULES, ∆y and fluid
viscosity ν, evaluate
Re∆ =
ULES∆y
ν
.
For the simplest applications (no pressure gradient, no roughness), Eq. 7 for Refitτ∆
then provides the baseline version of the wall model.
For inclusion of pressure gradient without roughness, using ρ−1∂pLES/∂s, ∆y and
the baseline friction velocity from 7, evaluate χ from
χ =
N∆y
U2LES
(
Re∆
Refitτ∆
)2
and then the combined model Recomτ∆ according to Eq. 26 provides the model outcome.
For inclusion of roughness in the fully rough regime, one would evaluate χ according
to
χ =
N∆y
U2LES
(
1
κ
log(∆y/z0)
)2
and evaluate the friction Reynolds number according to Eq. 30.
For inclusion of roughness as well as pressure gradients and viscous effects, evaluate
χ using Eq. 32, rewritten as
χ =
N∆y
U2LES
min
[
Re∆
Refitτ∆
,
1
κ
log(∆y/z0)
]2
.
To ensure validity of the fits and derivations, in practice χ may have to be clipped to
fall between −1 and +1, i.e. use sign(χ) min(|χ|, 1).
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Finally, determine Reufτ∆ from Eq. 33 and find the friction velocity from
uτ = ULES
Rexyzτ∆
Re∆
(38)
where Rexyzτ∆ is either Re
fit
τ∆, Re
com
τ∆ , Re
∞
τ∆, or Re
uf
τ∆ depending on the case consid-
ered. The latter ‘universal’ fit contains all of the above special cases and can thus be
implemented without having to specify cases ahead of time.
The several functions that can be evaluated according to the steps listed below as
function of the dimensionless inputs Re∆, χ and z0/∆y.
FUNCTION Reufτ∆= Re
uf
τ∆(Re∆, χ, z0/∆)
Check: 0 < Re∆ < 10
7, |χ| < 1, 0 < z0/∆y < 0.1.
β1 = [1 + 0.155/Re
0.03
∆ ]
−1 , β2 = 1.7− [1 + 36/Re0.75∆ ]−1 ,
κ = 0.40 , κ3 = 0.005 , κ4 = κ
β1−1/2
3 ,
Refitτ∆ = κ4Re
β1
∆ [1 + (κ3Re∆)
−β2 ](β1−1/2)/β2 . (39)
To include pressure gradients:
Reτ∆,v = (1 + 0.5χ)
−1/2Refitτ∆ ,
Re∗∆ = Re∆ −
χ
2κ
Refitτ∆ (1− 11/Refitτ∆) [1 + (50/Refitτ∆)2]−1/2 ,
β∗1 = [1 + 0.155/Re
∗
∆
0.03]−1, β∗2 = 1.7− [1 + 36/Re∗∆0.75]−1 ,
κ∗4 = κ
β∗1−1/2
3 ,
Reτ∆,in = κ
∗
4 (Re
∗
∆)
β∗1 [1 + (κ3Re
∗
∆)
−β∗2 ](β
∗
1−1/2)/β∗2 ,
θ = (1 +Re∆/400)
−1 ,
Recomτ∆ = θ Reτ∆,v + (1− θ) Reτ∆,in. (40)
To merge with rough-wall representations:
Re∞τ∆ = Re∆
[
1
κ
log(∆/z0) +
χx
2κ
(1− z0/∆)
]−1
, (41)
Reufτ∆ =
[
(Recomτ∆ )
6 + (Re∞τ∆)
6
]1/6
. (42)
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